
REST API



What is CrossRef?
- A big blob of continually updated metadata 

about scholarly works

- Our facts are assertions by publishers

- Not-for-profit that wants breadth, 
inclusiveness
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Basic metadata
Titles, authors, ISSNs, ISBNs
Journal articles, conference proceedings, data, standards

Funding information
Funder identifiers, award numbers

License information
License URIs (NISO ALI)

Full-text locations
URIs direct to full-text articles

Significant updates
Retractions, corrections

ORCIDs
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Basic metadata
73,000,000 DOIs - 56,000,000 journal articles, 4,000,000 
proceedings, 1,000,000 data

Funding information
635,000 DOIs with funding information, 9,000 funders

License information
3,000,000 DOIs, 99 unique licenses (many CC variants)

Full-text locations
12,000,000 DOIs

Significant updates
21,000 updates, 580 retractions

ORCIDs
200,000 DOIs



Until recently...

- Tell me which licenses eLife uses

- Sign up to CrossRef EMS
- Download ~1TB of XML via OAI-PMH
- Parse and scan for eLife’s DOIs, record 

licenses



With our REST API:

- Find member ID for eLife
http://api.crossref.org/members?query=elife

- Ask for their licenses
http://api.crossref.org/members/4374/works?facet=license:*&rows=0

http://api.crossref.org/members?query=elife
http://api.crossref.org/members?query=elife
http://api.crossref.org/members/4374/works?facet=license:*&rows=0
http://api.crossref.org/members/4374/works?facet=license:*&rows=0


50 / 50 CC-BY 3.0 and 4.0, a bit of CC0



GET /works
GET /works/10.5555/12345678
GET /funders/123
GET /members/55/works
GET /licenses
GET /journals/1234-567X/works

Response format is JSON, citeproc JSON for 
works



CrossRef REST API

- Search, filter, facet, sample CrossRef 
metadata

- Free to use
- Do whatever you want with the data
- Code publicly available

http://github.com/CrossRef



DOI Content Negotiation



What do people already do with 
these things?
- Search services (including CrossRef’s own, 

FundRef Search)
- Bibliography / PDF library management tools
- Reporting on funding activities, publishing 

activities, author activities
- Ingest of scholarly metadata (OAI-PMH 

replacement) and metadata lookup
- Locating full-texts for content mining









https://github.com/atisharma/searchtobibtex



https://github.com/jdherman/bibby



https://github.com/dotcs/doimgr



Basic metadata

Funding, license, full-text, ORCIDs

Citations

Abstracts
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CrossRef REST API

api.crossref.org

DOI Content Negotiation

data.crossref.org



Please take our metadata and build something 
amazing* with it!

* or just something quite good

kward@crossref.org

@karlward

api.crossref.org data.crossref.org

mailto:kward@crossref.org
mailto:kward@crossref.org

